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SPOTLIGHT ON CALIFORNIA

California: America’s industrial 

R&D powerhouse
The Golden State has been at the forefront of private sector innovation 

in the United States for many years. What factors lie behind its success?

IN 1938, Bill Hewlett and 
Dave Packard, two electrical 
engineering graduates from 
Stanford University, started 
building audio oscillators in a 
garage in Palo Alto, California. 
By 1962, their company, Hewlett-
Packard (HP), was listed in 
Fortune magazine’s top 500 US 
companies by revenue. In 1999, 
it spun o�  its measurement-
instruments business into Agilent 
Technologies, which broke the 
record for the largest initial public 
o� ering in Silicon Valley history. 
HP is now one of the world’s 
leading electronics manufacturers, 
with revenues of US$126 
billion in 2010 and more than 
320,000 employees worldwide. 
HP’s iconic story — along with 
those of Apple, Intel, Yahoo 

and Google — has in� uenced 
nearly every � edgling Californian 
company hoping to repeat its 
success. It also highlights one of 
the state’s de� ning features: its 
strength in industrial research 
and development (R&D). 

According to the US National 
Science Foundation (NSF), 
California businesses invested 
US$64 billion in R&D in 
2007 — more than Michigan, 
Massachusetts and New Jersey 
combined. Overall, California 
accounts for 22 percent of all 
R&D in the United States. 
A long history of high-tech 
breakthroughs is just one of 
the factors that have made the 
Golden State the industrial 
R&D powerhouse that it is 
today. It has a “whole ecosystem 
of innovation”, says Darlene 
Solomon, chief technology o�  cer 
at Agilent Technologies, based 
in Santa Clara. A January 2011 
study commissioned by northern 
Californian life science trade 
association BayBio and the 
California Healthcare Institute 
(CHI) expands on this further, 
listing the following factors 
as having helped the state’s 
biomedical industry to thrive: 
leading-edge science; experienced 
venture capital; a diverse, well-
educated workforce; a group of 
serial entrepreneurs; a culture that 
appreciates risk-takers and that 
does not penalize failure; healthy 
scepticism about time-honored 
institutions; and freedom to 
ignore boundaries. In addition, 
California’s world-class public 
and private universities attract 
billions of dollars in federal 
research funding and produce 
thousands of US postdoctoral 

scientists and engineers each 
year. � e state is also home to 
national laboratories such as 
Lawrence Berkeley and Lawrence 
Livermore. � ese elements and 
more apply across industries — 
from biotechnology to computer 
technology to renewable energy 
— and help drive job creation, 
even in tough economic times. 

Clusters of innovation
California boasts a diverse range 
of industries spread across several 
major regional clusters, including 
the San Francisco Bay Area, 
Sacramento, Los Angeles and San 
Diego. In northern California, 
Silicon Valley encompasses a 
chain of cities south of San 
Francisco — including Menlo 
Park, Palo Alto, Sunnyvale and 
San Jose — but the high-tech 
companies whose products gave 
the area its name are actually 
spread throughout the wider 
San Francisco Bay Area. � e 
semiconductor research the valley 
is famous for is now translating 
into solar energy R&D, which 
makes use of the silicon and thin-
� lm manufacturing technology 
perfected there. � e city of 
South San Francisco, home to 
Genentech, is known for its 
concentration of biotechnology 
and pharmaceutical companies.

In southern California, the 
San Diego area hosts several 
institutions that have made 
the city a hub for biomedical 
research, such as the University of 
California, San Diego (UCSD), 
the Scripps Research Institute 
and the Salk Institute for 
Biological Studies. “San Diego 
has grown up over the last 30 
years or so as one of the premier 
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“California is a key 

marketplace for the 

exchange of ideas from 

around the globe.”

Darlene Solomon, Agilent 

Technologies
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areas for doing biotechnology,” 
says Paul Laikind, chief business 
o�cer of the Sanford-Burnham 
Medical Research Institute. 
Laikind, based at Sanford-
Burnham’s headquarters in La 
Jolla, north-west San Diego, says 
biotechnology companies in the 
city are concentrated in a small 
area. “Because of that, it’s a very 
collaborative entrepreneurial 
environment,” he explains. A non-
pro�t institute, Sanford-Burnham 
has taken advantage of San 
Diego’s industrial infrastructure 
to help commercialise its research: 
since 1987 it has spun o� about 
a dozen start-up companies. 
Laikind himself founded four 
start-up companies in San Diego, 
all of which went public, before 
joining Sanford-Burnham in 
2009. He says those in the region 
involved in biotechnology share 
a desire to achieve results by 
working together rather than 
competing with each other: 
“Our competition is whether we 
can make a drug that can work 
or not, which means a lot of 
collaboration between companies 
and institutions like ours.”

A further geographical 
advantage of California is the 
state’s west coast location, which 
makes it a natural crossroads 
for international scientists and 
engineers. “California is a key 

marketplace for the exchange of 
ideas from around the globe,” says 
Agilent’s Solomon. “Especially 
as Asia has taken o�, I think 
California has been positioned [in 

the market] very well as a point of 
access and a good cultural �t in 
terms of that emerging growth.”

Money magnet
Although California’s domination 
in industrial R&D has been 
achieved largely through the 
e�orts of the private sector, 
the state does provide generous 
incentives for businesses to do 
science. Companies that increase 
their R&D investment from the 
previous year get a tax credit 
equivalent to 15 percent of the 
di�erence, says Andrea Jackson, 
director of state and government 
a�airs for Genentech. “[�e 
California government is] always 
incentivizing companies to do 
more R&D,” she says. According 
to the California Budget Project, 
which carries out independent 
�scal and policy analysis, 2,483 
corporations claimed US$1.2 
billion in R&D credits in 2008.

In return, companies in 
California are generous about 
reinvesting their earnings in 
R&D. Agilent dedicates around 
10 percent of its roughly US$6.5 
billion annual revenue to R&D 

globally, a proportion that 
Solomon says is above average 
among its peers. “In some of 
our businesses, where we’re 
focusing on future growth, 
we’re investing far more than 
that 10 percent,” she adds. 

California also attracts far and 
away the most venture capital 
(VC) in the United States —  
US$11.6 billion in 2010, nearly 
�ve times as much as the second 
ranked state, Massachusetts. 
Furthermore, California ranks 
�rst in the country in number 
of jobs and revenues for venture-
backed companies, according 
to a 2011 study by global 
business analysts IHS for the 
US National Venture Capital 
Association, with 60 percent of 
the VC investments in California 
going to the so�ware, energy, 
and biotechnology sectors. 

Academic prowess
Industrial innovation in 
California is well supported 
by its academic institutions. 
Stanford University, a private 
institution, is based at the 
heart of Silicon Valley and 

Top science companies in California
Pharmaceutical manufacturing and scientific R&D companies in 

California with more than 1,000 employees

Company City

Aerospace Corp El Segundo 

A�ymetrix Inc Santa Clara 

Allergan Inc Irvine

Amgen Inc (>5,000) Thousand Oaks

Bayer Corp Berkeley

EDAW Inc San Diego

Genentech Inc South San Francisco

Gilead Sciences Inc Foster City

Life Technologies Corp Carlsbad

NBTY Inc Carson

Northrop Grumman Electronic Systems Azusa

Novartis Vaccines & Diagnostics (>5,000) Emeryville

Roche Palo Alto LLC Palo Alto

SRI Consulting (now part of IHS) Menlo Park

Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc Corona

Source: State of California Employment Development Department/Infogroup; codes 
used were Scientific Research & Development (5417) and Pharmaceutical Preparation & 
Manufacturing (3254); data correct as of April 2011; public and non-profit organizations, 
and universities, excluded 

Biotechnology company Genentech, based in South San Francisco, anticipates continued job growth in the next decade.
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fosters strong relationships with 
companies — many of which are 
based at the Stanford Research 
Park, founded in 1951 when the 
university leased some of its land 
to emerging technology �rms. 
�e research park o�ers several 
incentives to encourage industry-
university interactions: businesses 
are able to sponsor joint research 
projects with Stanford faculty and 
students, invite faculty to join 
their boards or act as consultants, 
o�er internships to students and 
use the university’s libraries. 

SRI International, a non-pro�t 
contract research institute, split 
o� from Stanford University 
in 1970 and now employs more 
than 2,100 people. �e institute 
has conducted research for 
over 90 private and non-pro�t 
businesses, and also licenses and 
commercializes the technology 
it develops with federal funds. 
Norman Winarsky, SRI’s vice 
president of ventures, says 
its four spin-o� companies 
that have gone public are 
now worth US$20 billion.

�e University of California 
(UC) has also forged enduring 
partnerships and collaborations 
with industry. �e UC system, 
spread across 10 campuses, is the 

state’s �agship higher education 
institute and is a powerful 
engine for job creation, says 
Steve Kay, dean of the division 
of biological sciences at UCSD. 
�e university has “generated 
the pipeline of trained scientists 
and technologists that has really 
fed into the high-tech, the 
biotech, and now, more recently, 
the clean-tech explosions,” he 
says. A UCSD study published 
in February 2011 revealed 
that the 156 active UCSD-
related companies are directly 
responsible for 18,140 jobs.

�e UC system also hosts 
four Gray Davis Institutes for 
Science and Innovation, each a 
collaboration between several 
campuses, that are purposed with 
accelerating technology transfer 
and increasing interactions 
between the state, UC and 
industry. �ey are the Center 
for Information Technology 
Research in the Interest of 
Society (CITRIS), the California 
Institute for Quantitative 
Biosciences (QB3), the California 
NanoSystems Institute (CNSI) 
and the California Institute 
for Telecommunications and 
Information Technology (Calit2).

California industry also 

provides the most support 
for local academic R&D in 
the United States. During 
the 2009 �scal year, industry-
�nanced R&D expenditures 
at Californian universities 
and colleges totalled US$506 
million, according to the NSF.

Staying ahead
Funding for higher education, 
however, has been harder to 
come by in the wake of the 
recent economic downturn. �e 
UC system is facing �nancial 
challenges as a result of the state 
budget de�cit. For the 2010 �scal 
year, UC had a budget shortfall of 
US$1 billion, which it has tried to 
make up with faculty furloughs, 
tuition increases and programme 
cuts. On a more positive note, 
certain research avenues are just 
starting to grow. In 2004, voters 
in California passed Proposition 
71, a US$3 billion bond issue to 
fund stem-cell research in the 
state. �e California Institute 
for Regenerative Medicine, a 
regulatory agency, allocates the 
funds. In 2010, as a result of those 
grants, �ve new stem-cell research 
facilities were dedicated at UC 
Davis, UC Los Angeles (UCLA), 
UC Irvine, Stanford University, 

and the University of Southern 
California in Los Angeles. A sixth 
centre, the Sanford Consortium 
for Regenerative Medicine, is 
under construction in San Diego 
and due to open in 2011 for 
collaborative stem-cell research 
between the Salk Institute, 
Scripps Institute, UCSD and 
Sanford-Burnham. �e hope is 
that the research will eventually 
provide new opportunities to 
spin out companies focused 
on stem-cell therapies.

California has also been hit 
hard with unemployment, which 
now exceeds 12 percent. �e 
biomedical research industry, 
though, has not shed as many 
jobs as other high-tech sectors, 
according to the BayBio/CHI 
study. �e biofuels industry is 
also one of the fastest growing 
in terms of job creation, says 
Gail Maderis, president and 
chief executive of BayBio. 

Agilent’s Solomon says there 
are jobs available, but workers 
need to be �exible. For new 
recruits, the company looks for 
‘T-shaped’ people — researchers 
who are highly skilled in one area 
but who can also communicate 
horizontally across �elds. 
Winarsky of SRI adds that 
scientists working on innovative 
research have good job prospects: 
“�ey are high-premium people.”  

A question on many people’s 
minds is how the state, strapped 
for funds, will deal with its 
budget crisis. Genentech’s Jackson 
says she does not anticipate 
the corporate R&D tax credit 
being trimmed back. “So far the 
legislature has felt a compelling 
interest to keep those tax credits 
in place to continue to grow the 
industry,” she says. Pharmaceutical 
companies like Genentech take 
comfort in the fact that their 
products remain necessary, even 
in lean times. “We’re in a �at 
growth spell right now, but the 
industry’s pipeline is healthy,” 
Jackson says. “We anticipate 
continued job growth in the next 
decade.” California’s history of 
innovation, from HP’s inception 
to today’s e�orts in stem-cell 
research and solar technology, will 
provide a strong foundation for 
future growth. ■

Nature editorial sta� have no 
responsibility for content

Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute, a non-profit institute, has spun o� around a dozen companies since 1987. 
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We’re passionate and rigorous about our science. For more than 30 years, Genentech has been at the forefront of the biotechnology industry, 

using innovative science to develop breakthrough medicines that improve the lives of people with serious or life-threatening diseases. We’re 

also passionate about our people, our most important asset. That’s why we offer Genentech employees:

s� 4HE�CHANCE�TO�MAKE�A�DIFFERENCE�IN�THE�LIVES�OF�PATIENTS

s� %XTRAORDINARY�COLLEAGUES

s� !N�INCLUSIVE�ENVIRONMENT�THAT�ENCOURAGES�DIVERSITY

s� (IGHLY�COMPETITIVE�BENEl�TS

Now a member of the Roche Group, Genentech has multiple medicines on the market for cancer and other serious illnesses. We are an 

equal opportunity employer and in 2011, we were named a “top employer in the biopharmaceutical industry” by Science magazine. 

Join us as we continue to tackle medicine’s most challenging problems and live a life inspired. For complete position descriptions and to 

apply, please visit careers.gene.com�AND�ENTER�THE�2EQUISITION�NUMBER�IN�THE�KEYWORD�SEARCH�l�ELD�

Life
Inspired.

careers.gene.com

Sergio, Patient

Associate Director/Director, Antibody Engineering – Req. #377081

The successful candidate will lead a group of 15-30 

researchers in developing innovative antibody technologies 

and therapeutics as well as running their own lab. The ideal 

CANDIDATE�WILL�HAVE�A�0H$�AND�����YEARS�OF�EXPERIENCE�

in engineering antibodies for human therapy, including 

publications, patents, and generation of investigational drugs. 

Candidates with strong leadership skills are particularly 

encouraged to apply.  

Associate Director, Immune Cell Signaling – Req. #376671

This position will lead research efforts focused on discovering 

and pursuing new drug targets and will be jointly appointed 

within the departments of Discovery Immunology and 

Biochemical Pharmacology. The ideal candidate has a PhD or 

EQUIVALENT�IN�BIOLOGICAL�SCIENCES�WITH�EXTENSIVE�RESEARCH�AS�WELL�

AS�SMALL�MOLECULE�DRUG�DISCOVERY�EXPERIENCE�IN�IMMUNOLOGY��

%IGHT�OR�MORE�YEARS��EXPERIENCE�AS�AN�INDEPENDENT�SCIENTIST�IN�A�

biopharmaceutical and/or academic environment is required.

Associate Director, Bioinformatics – Req. #380051

!S�AN�!SSOCIATE�$IRECTOR�WITHIN�THE�"IOINFORMATICS�DEPARTMENT��

this position will focus on novel variant discovery, biomarker 

discovery, and data integration. The ideal candidate should 

have well developed research plans that will take advantage 

OF�NEWER�TECHNOLOGIES�SUCH�AS�$.!SEQ��#H)0SEQ��2.!SEQ��

PROTEOMICS�AND�METABOLOMICS��!�0H$�IN�LIFE�SCIENCES��COMPUTER�

SCIENCES��MATHEMATICS�OR�OTHER�RELEVANT�l�ELD�IS�REQUIRED��

Associate Director, Drug Metabolism and Pharmacokinetics 

(DMPK) – Req. #379896

4HE�!SSOCIATE�$IRECTOR�WILL�LEAD�A�TEAM�OF�MORE�THAN����

TALENTED�!$-%�3CIENTISTS�AND�WORK�CLOSELY�WITH�COLLEAGUES�IN�

other departments on advancing projects ranging from early 

TO�LATE�STAGE�DISCOVERY�AND�IN�THE�CLINIC�UP�TO�APPROVAL��!�0H$�

degree in pharmacokinetics, drug metabolism or other relevant 

l�ELDS�SUCH�AS�PHARMACEUTICAL��BIOLOGICAL�OR�CHEMICAL�SCIENCES�

AND�AT�LEAST����YEARS��INDUSTRIAL�EXPERIENCE�IS�REQUIRED��

We have the following opportunities in Genentech Research and Early Development (gRED) in our South San Francisco, CA, headquarters:

s� Scientist/Senior Scientist, Antibody Engineering B-Cell Cloning

 Req. #376466

s� Senior Scientist, X-ray Crystallography

 Req. #377162

s� Senior Scientist, Antibody Drug Conjugates

 Req. #380053

s Scientist, Vascular and Lymph System Biology

 Req. #379942

Passionate About Our Science and Our People

NW216642R
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EARTH SCIENCES DIVISION

The Earth Sciences Division at Berkeley Lab is looking for individuals 

to ful�ll strategic scientist and manager positions as well as 

postdoctoral positions in research programs that crosscut many areas 

of the geosciences disciplines. These include climate, carbon 

sequestration, ecology, geothermal energy, hydrogeology, and 

more. Individuals whose experience matches quali�cations in 

computational modeling (speci�cally of coupled processes, reactive 

transport, and multi‐phase �ow), geotechnical engineering, and 

laboratory and �eld‐work applications should apply.

See our open positions:

esd.lbl.gov/resources/workplace/hr/new_employees/job_opportunities.html

Berkeley Lab has over 150 openings in both science and operations. 

Visit our career web site for a complete listing (jobs.lbl.gov). Berkeley Lab 

is an a�rmative action/equal opportunity employer committed to the 

development of a diverse workforce.

Like us on Facebook
facebook.com/pages/Earth‐Sciences‐

Division/185214424867798

Follow us on Twitter
twitter.com/esdwebmaster

Watch us on Vimeo
http://www.vimeo.com/user4438779

/videos

Learn more on our Blog
earthsciences.typepad.com

Explore the ESD website
esd.lbl.gov

See all jobs at LBNL
jobs.lbl.gov

NW215816R

Graduate Program in Hearing &

Communication Neuroscience (HCN) at

the University of Southern California and

the House Research Institute.

HCN is an inter-disciplinary program jointly
sponsored by the Neuroscience Graduate
Program at USC and the House Research
Institute (HRI), one of the foremost hearing
research centers in the world. The program
spans 18 labs from several departments at
USC and HRI.  Our goal is to bring together
scientists working in diverse areas to provide
outstanding training opportunities in Hearing
& Communication for Ph.D. graduate
students, postdoctoral scholars, and physician
scientists.

HCN integrates a broad range of approaches
from cell & molecular neurobiology, genetics,
development, linguistics, and systems &
cognitive neuroscience.  In addition, because
of the strong ties to patient-oriented studies at
HRI, the program offers opportunities for
facilitating interactions between basic
scientific research and its potential
applications. 

Interested applicants to the 
Joint USC/HRI Hearing and Communication
Neuroscience Training Program should
contact Liz Moseley <lmoseley@hei.org> or
through our Website http://hcn.usc.edu/

NW213485R
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Sign-up to our FREE jobseeker newsletter: 

www.naturejobs.com/newsletter
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How can you make more informed career or hiring decisions?

- Follow the blog on naturejobs.com to keep up-to-date with the latest scientific employment  

news from around the world. 

What do you think about the news stories a�ecting scientific careers? 

- Start sharing your opinions today on the Naturejobs blog.

www.naturejobs.com
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